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Abstract
With this thesis I will present a way to create an interactive model that will
help an architect develop their own similar model interactions using Unity.
Collaborating with an architect, I created an interactive model that serves as an
example of what Unity is capable of and the many possible outcomes that it provides.
In the thesis I present the steps of adding interactions to a static 3D model using
features that Unity offers. The result is an interactive architectural walkthrough. The
thesis presents alternative ways of using Unity besides developing games.
This thesis shows the importance of 3D visualization in architecture and how it
can, not only present the building better, but improve its design and functionality by
using programs that simulate real situations and provide interactions. The programs
create a better perspective of how things would look like before they are built. Using
these programs, architects will save time creating a model and evaluating if the
model is appropriate for the users' needs. I will use the program Unity that started as
a game engine, but has expanded its use with real-life situations such as architectural
visualization and walkthrough. I want to demonstrate how easy it is to use this
program and how architects can achieve better results for their customers.

Key words: architecture, interactive model, Unity, 3D visualization

Povzetek
V diplomski nalogi je predstavljen način ustvarjanja interaktivnega modela, ki
bo arhitektom pomagal pri pripravi podobnih interakcij z lastnih modelov z uporabo
programske opreme Unity. V sodelovanju z arhitektom sem ustvarila interaktivni
model, ki služi kot primer prikaza zmožnosti programske opreme Unity z vsemi
možnimi izidi, ki jih le-ta ponuja. V diplomski nalogi so prikazani koraki dodajanja
interakcij statičnemu 3D modelu in predstavljene značilnosti programske opreme
Unity. Rezultat tega je arhitekturni interaktivni sprehod. Prikazana je druga
perspektiva uporabe Unity, ne samo kot orodje za razvijanje računalniških iger.
Diplomska naloga prikazuje pomembnost 3D vizualizacije in zmožnost ne
samo boljše izgradnje, temveč tudi izboljšave oblikovanja in funkcionalnosti z
uporabo programske opreme za simulacijo realnih situacij in zagotavljanje interakcij.
Programska oprema ustvarja boljšo perspektivo videza zgradb, še preden se te
zgradijo. Z uporabo le-te bodo arhitekti prihranili čas pri ustvarjanju modela in pri
vrednotenju, če je model primeren za potrebe uporabnika. V diplomski nalogi sem
uporabila programsko opremo Unity, ki se je sprva uporabljala kot igralno okolje,
vendar se je kasneje obseg funkcionalnosti povečal za uporabo v realnih situacijah,
kot so na primer arhitekturna vizualizacija in interaktivni sprehodi. Želim
demonstrirati, da je programska oprema enostavna za uporabo in da omogoča
arhitektom doseganje boljših rezultatov pri delu s strankami.
Ključne besede: arhitektura, interaktivni model, Unity, 3D vizualizacija

Razširjen povzetek
Življenje se je v zadnjih 30 letih spremenilo. Inovacija se je dvignila na višji
nivo. Ljudje uporabljajo tehnologijo za reševanje vsakdanjih problemov. Arhitektura,
kot vsaka sfera, se je bila primorana prilagoditi novemu načinu življenja. To je
znanost, ki se čez leta izboljšuje. Z njeno pomočjo lahko vizualiziramo in rešujemo
težave, ki so v preteklosti veljale za nerešljive.
Pogosto sem v kontaktu z arhitekti in tako mi je postala ta znanost zanimiva.
Način, na katerega si arhitekti zamislijo in nato realizirajo zgradbo, je odvisen od več
faktorjev. Eden izmed faktorjev je problem predstavljanja 3D modela na 2D podlagi
– zaradi tega je perspektiva eden izmed najbolj pomembnih elementov arhitekture.
Perspektiva predstavlja vizualizacijo objektov, tako kot jih mi vidimo, kar je zelo
odvisno od načina, kako dobimo občutek za globino.
Način izdelave papirnatih modelov je dražji, zamuden in uporablja več
materialov za izdelave v primerjavi z računalniškimi modeli. Poleg tega papirnati
modeli ne morejo doseči enake stopnje realizma zaradi pomanjkljivosti različnih
komponent, kot so teksture, svetloba in razmerje. Po drugi strani pa lahko s pomočjo
računalnikov izpolnimo te pogoje ter dodamo interakcijo z modelom ter dosežemo
končni pričakovani rezultat.
Danes obstaja veliko računalniških programov, ki omogočajo ustvarjanje 3D
modelov. Te modeli so lahko kasneje nadgrajeni s pomočjo programske opreme
Unity, ki je na trg sprva prišel kot program za ustvarjenje računalniških iger. Unity
dodaja novo dimenzijo kreiranju 3D modelov z uvedbo interakcije z njimi.
Interakcija se doseže s povezovanjem modeliranja in programiranja. Uporabnik
lahko ustvari lastne skripte ali pa uporabi že obstoječe knjižnice. Programska oprema
Unity podpira modele drugih platform ter omogoča uporabo svojih projektov na

različnih platformah, kot so tablice, računalniki z različnimi operacijskimi sistemi,
Android in iOS mobilne naprave ter VR očala. Delovanje po principu »drag and
drop« je zelo enostavno za uporabo za različne uporabnike, tudi za tiste, ki ne
programirajo in želijo narediti interakcijo svojih modelov.
Uporaba Unity zahteva čas za prilagoditev ter raziskavo komponent in njihovih
funkcij. Delovni prostor je razdeljen na več oken v mrežni postavitvi. Vsako okno je
povezano z ostalimi in vpliva na končni rezultat pri razvoju. Unity ponuja možnost
poljubne razporeditve oken, njihovega zapiranje in dodajanja novih. Vsako okno ima
lastne komponente, ki se nahajajo v njegovi orodni vrstici. Spremembe, narejene na
izbranem objektu v oknu, se samodejno prenašajo na karakteristike objekta v ostalih
oknih. Končni režultat spremljamo v oknu z imenom »Game view«.
V moji diplomski nalogi sem prikazala nekatere izmed funkcij programske
opreme Unity, ki bodo koristile arhitektom. V ta namen mi je arhitektka Liljana
Najdovska dovolila uporabo enega izmed njenih modelov, ki je bil ustvarjen v
drugem računalniškem programu za modeliranje in ki je bil najbolj ustrezen za
demonstracijo. Prevzela je vlogo naročnika in zahtevala, da v model dodam elemente
interakcije. Dani model predstavlja stanovanje v izdelavi, v katerega so je bilo
dodanih več objektov, na katere se lahko doda interakcijo. Po narejeni analizi modela
sva se odločili za tri tipe interakcije, in sicer: interakcija s teksturo, interakcija luči in
interakcija predmetov.
Teksture omogočajo razlikovanje med objekti in izpostavljajo njihove
podrobnosti. Uporabljen model je že vseboval teksture nekaterih objektov, zato sva
se v sodelovanju z arhitektko odločili za dodajanje opcije za dinamične spremembe
teksture iz prejšnjega seznama. Idejo sem dobila iz spletnih trgovin, kjer je za
določen produkt omogočena izbira različnih barv in dizajnov. Na ta način se bo
uporabnik modela lahko lažje odločil za izbiro materiala glede na ambient prostora.
Kot možnost sem dodala tudi prvotno teksturo, v kolikor je uporabniku ta
najustreznejša. Za realizacijo sem kreirala skripte, ki omogočajo, da uporabnik izbere
objekt za spremembo teksture.
Luči lahko izpostavijo ali prikrijejo objekt in imajo hkrati vpliv na videz
teksture. Unity ima na voljo več tipov svetlobnih virov, ki različno oddajajo svetlobo.
Za prikaz osvetlitve, ki bi upoštevala realne pogoje, je potrebna izbira svetlobnih

virov, ki so primerne oblike. Obstaja več interakcij, povezanih z lučmi. Med njimi so
vklop in izklop luči, sprememba jakosti in sprememba barve. Po dodajanju teh
možnosti z arhitektko sva ugotovili, da prostor ni primerno osvetljen, če upoštevamo
samo vire svetlobe, dodane v modelu. Dodaten izziv je bil ugotoviti, kje so
manjkajoči viri svetlobe ter tip le teh, da bi jih lahko dodali v prostor modela.
Kot možnost tretje interakcije sva izbrali interakcijo s predmeti. Na ta način
se testira velikost prostora v modelu za normalno uporabo predmetov v realnosti.
Interakcija zahteva vključitev programskih skript, ki uporabljajo fiziko in dodajajo
večjo kompleksnost problema interakcije. Ta tip interakcije omogoča tudi lažjo
predstavitev uporabe predmetov v prostoru s strani uporabnika. Takšen primer je
odpiranje vrat, ki je demonstriran v projektu.
Omenjene interakcije so testirane z arhitektko in prilagojene za lažje uporabo v
nadaljnjih projektih. Poleg teh elementov Unity omogoča dodajanje videa kot
teksturo na objektih, ki se lahko uporabljajo za izboljšanje občutka realizma.
Po ustvarjanju teh interakcij Unity dovoli testiranje v oknu »Game view«, ki
samodejno predvaja zvoke in animacije, ki so bili dodani v projekt. Na ta način se
lahko sprehodimo skozi prostor in vidimo, kako bi bilo videti v realnosti. Obstaja
možnost izvedbe s telefonom in VR očali z uporabo elementa „First Person
Character“.
Interakcije na računalniku se lahko testirajo s pomočjo tipkovnice. Na ta način
se bomo sprehajali skozi model s pomočjo puščice in miške. Ta način testiranja je
lahko nenavaden za uporabnika zaradi potrebnih navodil o uporabi tipk za interakcijo
z objekti. Prednost testiranja z računalnikom je večji zaslon, na katerem lahko
opazujemo majhne spremembe in podrobnosti modela. Projekt lahko testiramo tudi
na mobilnih napravah in tablicah. Testiranje izvedemo s premikanjem mobilne
naprave ali tablice v željeni smeri za premikanje po prostoru. Podobno kot pri
računalniku uporabnik potrebuje navodila za dinamičnost modela in testiranje.
Razlika med vsemi omenjenimi napravami za testiranje je velikost zaslona, ki močno
vpliva na uporabniško izkušnjo in doseganje občutka realizma.
Največja prednost testiranja projektov, narejenih v Unity, je možnost testiranja
s pomočjo VR očal. Projekt, ki je izvožen za VR očala, ima zaslon, ki je porazdeljen
na dva dela. Alternativa so mobilne naprave, na katerih je naložena verzija za

testiranje z VR očali, in model, narejen iz papirja, v katerega postavimo mobilno
napravo. Ta način testiranja dovoli uporabo roke za interakcijo in je najbolj primeren
za doseganje realizma.
Poleg notranjega okolja Unity prav tako omogoča izdelavo zunanjega okolja.
Primer tega je ustvarjanje modelov za predstavitev in urejanje parkov, naravni teren
in postavitev zgradb, podobno kot Google Maps.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the twenty first century, life has become unimaginable without technology.
Computers and smart phones are a crucial part of our everyday life. We shop, book
appointments and pay bills online, which has saved us a lot of time from waiting in
line, and helped us choose our products faster and more efficiently. People nowadays
invent more ways to implement technology in our lives, by creating solutions which
we couldn't imagine 20 years ago. Virtual reality is something that we encounter
more often than before and it has become so realistic that now we can create
scenarios before they even happen in real life. Presenting ideas or advertising a
product around the world is very easy thanks to the programs that have been created,
so that even people who know very little about technology can use them. That has
helped companies create a virtual product that looks almost exactly the same as the
real one, simulate its use so that people know exactly what the product stands for,
and later they can give a better feedback on that product. We came to a point where
not only we can see things in 3D, but also manipulate them and even insert ourselves
in that world using only VR glasses. However, the real question is where the limit of
our imagination is, and how much of that imagination can people create using
technology [1].
"The difference between virtual and imaginary is not easy to describe, but it
seems that virtual reality is not something imaginary. That is, it does not exist only in
the imagination. So what is the relationship between a virtual world and the real
world? What is it that goes to make up a world?"
Sakamura and Suzuki (1997:6)
That remains to be the question of every inventor, and the reason to keep
trying to improve the real world by creating a virtual one. When we start to interfere
with the real world by using technology we lose a sense whether that counts as
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reality or fiction. With that, we can conclude that there is a fine line between the real
world and a virtual one [1]. As long as we use virtual reality for entertainment and
games it seems as though it doesn't exist in real life, but once we include reality,
things start to get more real and that line between real and virtual starts fading.
Knowing that, we get a feeling that anything we can imagine can be done.
For my thesis I chose architecture because it is one of the many fields that
started including technology, and it is a field that depends on it. The real world is
three dimensional, which requires the virtual world to be three dimensional as well.
Using technology and virtual reality helps us visualize a whole skyscraper without
actually having to build it. We can observe every detail up close just like being inside
that building, and from afar watching like we are in an airplane and we are seeing the
whole city. Every plan and every idea of a building structure can be visualized from
every angle using only a computer. That way we save time, money for materials and
if the structure is not what we imagined, we can easily re-do it or scratch the whole
idea and start all over again.
There are many programs that create virtual reality, which can be very
confusing for a peson that just started using it. In the thesis I'm going to explain the
advantages of using Unity as a tool to create visualization and virtual reality.
Because it is a game engine, it gives architects another view on creating dinamic
models and it opens their views to the many possible opportunities. In the end, I will
present some of those opportunities with an example that shows how easy and
flexible Unity is.
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2 ARCHITECTS AND THEIR REQUIREMENTS FROM
TECHNOLOGY
Some people may wonder what's wrong with the traditional way of designing
a builduing, when it used to give great results before technology took over, and why
does everything have to be virtualized. To answer that, first we have to remember
that everything has its positive and negative sides. Although virtualization requires
some time to be perfected, it has proven to give better results than the traditional
way; it saves a lot of material and after a few months you can learn to create
something faster and more precise than the traditional way of creating architecture.
Nowadays we have digitalization everywhere. We have billboards that are
moving, there are many advertisments in the city that are digitalized and we have
come so far that now we can do projection mapping on the buildings. To represent
that and to plan efficiently, paper doesn't give us enough visual representation that
we need [2]. Programs that do 3D visualization on the other hand, can create that
visual image in no time. But that is not the only reason to make the transition from
paper to technology. Perspective is a very important component in architecture. To
show that, we would have to use multiple drawings on paper and even then it's hard
to get the real picture. The paper models are better than the drawings, but they also
don't give us the result we are hoping for. In the programs that we use for 3D
modeling, we can easily present the texture, color, shadows and lighting. We can
move our viewpoint horizontally and vertically as much as we want and we can see it
from angles that were hard to show physically.
Even though, it seems that virtual representation is very different from the
traditional one, we have to remember that we can't seperate them completely. The
logic of using perspective that the architects implemented in their drawings on paper
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can now be used for projections on the screen. Therefore, using both ways we are
managing to present a 3D object on a 2D medium [2].
Now that the use of technology increased, the requirements from architects
have also increased. They want to easily use softwares that have simple workspace.
This is because their projects are very complicated, so they don't have a lot of time to
spend perfecting the use of some softwares. Because of this, creators should not treat
architects as programmers who understand code and can spend time learning it,
because they have challenges of their own. The software should be very flexible,
solve many problems regarding architecture with visual elements like drag and drop,
and to be able to work with a lot of data because some models are very complex [3].
Another thing that architects find difficult and search solution for in
technology is light. They have programs which simulate seasons but the main issue
stands when it comes to indoor places. They need to be able to check and plan which
room needs more lights or which room has more natural light, and adding more lights
can be a waste of time. Before building it in real life, they require visualization
beforehand because when it comes to technology, you can find issues you weren't
seeing before and you can easily solve them without having to spend money or
materials.
Sometimes architects need to plan some space which is historical and needs
repairing. In that case, they might not be able to visit that place often in order to
make plans, so one thing they can do to use that space efficiently is that they can
create the object they are redesigning with its environment in the programs for
visualization. There they can compare, plan and even walk through the place to get
inspiration for their project.
As the imagination grows, the needs from architects will grow as well. That is
why it's important for programs to keep up with those requirements and make
updates that solve those issues.
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2.1 3D MODELING
"To make a "model" means to design a device that, in the absence of verified
data about its behaviour, simulates a system"
Sakamura and Suzuki (1997:105)

In other words, modeling is a technique where we create a visual
representation of our idea in multi-dimensional space, without having varification if
it is possible to create that in the real world. While doing so, we take in consideration
other factors such as light, height, width, positioning etc. This allows us to create
something from our imagination and test the possibility of creating a real object
based on that model.
When we are starting to create a 3D model, first we have to make a plan of
the object that we are creating with all of its details included. Most objects that we
are creating have their own unique form, which is not a standard shape such as a
cube, sphere etc. However, we can use those standard elements and transform them
to the point where they fit into our model. To have a clear vision and to not have to
change a lot of things later, it is best if we draw a plan of our model on paper and
decide which elements are key and need to be created first. As we are creating the
plan, we have to use the primary elements such as points and lines. When they are
connected into a closed shape they create a polygon. All models are created with a
definite number of polygons. It's the textures and lighting that make the model seem
smooth and connected into one shape.
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2.2 PROCESS OF CREATING AN ARCHITECTURAL
PROJECT
To understand how architects visualize a whole room in one picture, we have
to understand what perspective is and how it is used. Perspective is an essential
component in creating a plan for a building and has to be taken in concern if we want
to design a building as realistic as possible because in the real world we don't just see
things in 2D.
"The purpose of perspective is to represent in a two-dimensional medium a
three-dimensional scene as it would appear to our eyes."
Bertol and Foell (1997:4)
That is why including perspective is very important when architects are
creating a plan. Perspective can be very complicated and to use it to visualize and to
show the scene realisticly, first we need to understand how we, as humans, create our
own depth perspective. The image that we create in our brain using our eyes is
formed of the reflected light that enters in the eyes [4]. Each eye projects an image
from a different angle and sends it to the brain. Our brain later combines the two
images into one, creating depth. The same logic is used in creating 3D glasses, where
we recieve a slightly different 2D image in each eye, which creates depth perception
of that image and helps us visualize it in our brain in 3D [5].
There are many phenomena that are related to our vision and depth
perception:
•

When we see a scene, we don't recieve the exact dimensions of all objects.
They are related to our standing point. The objects that are further away seem
to be smaller than the objects that are near us. That means that the size of the
objects we observe decreases when their distance increases - linear
perspective [2].
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•

Although in mathematics and in reality, parallel lines or planes never meet, in
our vision we create an illusion where they connect at one point. A great
example of that is the horizon - a line that seperates the earth and the sky [2].

•

The shapes of the objects can be shifted slightly because of the angle from
which we observe them. Depending on the number of the points where
parallel lines convert, we have one-point, two-point and three-point
perspective [2].
These important views need to be taken in concern when architects are

creating a plan that has to be as realistic as possible. That way, they can predict how
the plan would fit in the real space. We have to keep in mind, as mentioned before,
that our perspective is not completely realistic, because our mind creates illusions
that are not there in reality. We imagine our real world as we see it, from our
perception. That means that we get different images if we change our standing point our perspective. For example, if we stand in front of a building we would get a very
different image than if we are in a car or a plane or even inside that building. That is
very important because the object that we observe may change its size, form or color
when we change the perspective. That can create further problems when the plan is
realized and can become something that the customer didn't want. To prevent this
from happening, architects have to create a model that shows the building from every
perspective imaginable.
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2.3 AN EXAMPLE OF HOW AN ARCHITECT CREATES A
PROJECT
The architect's job is not only to visualize an idea, but to find a way to do that
efficiently and meanwhile to solve a problem. They go through several steps before
starting to create a model and visualization. To demonstrate that, I used Viktorija
Vitanova's project, who is an architecture student. For one of their projects they had
to create a kindergarten in the settlement Mislinja in Slovenia. This place has a
unique topography. It is filled with animals, farms, fresh air, wooden structures and
fresh fruit. The people there are very kind and welcoming, so they want to project
that in the new kindergarten. Because this is a project that is for the children, the
students making it had the task to think and see as child [6].
The first thing that they do before even starting to plan, is research. They go
through photos of the place and analyze its infrastructure. That way they can
visualize the space where the new structure has to be [6].
After that they do their own sketches of the place where they add the structure
that needs to be there (Figure 2.1). That way they can see how the model would fit in
the environment [6].

Figure 2.1 Analizing the space that is used for the kindergarten and creating
sketches of the environment [6].
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When they have their sketches, they create concepts (Figure 2.2) that are in
fact plans of the model:
•

first concept: number of rooms and their arrangement, including the height
and width of each of them [6].

•

second concept: adjusting the terrain for the building [6].

Figure 2.2 First concept on the left - rooms and their arrangement; Second
concept on the right – adjusting the terrain [6].
After the concepts are created, they start making sketches of each floor
individually with its key details (Figure 2.3). Once the sketches are created they
make a whole plan of the model with exact dimensions. Here they also include the
elements that are in the rooms, including the windows and the doors [6].

Figure 2.3 Left image shows a sketch of each floor individually; Right image
shows finished plan with all the elements in the rooms included [6].
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Finally, the students finish their planning by doing more sections and
presenting the building from more perspectives (Figure 2.4). After they do all the
sketches, they create the model (Figure 2.5) which can later be printed thanks to the
3D printers, or it can be imported in programs like Unity for further development.
They also add textures and people in order to show how it would look like when it's
built (Figure 2.5) [6].

Figure 2.4 The image on the left shows a section of the building from the side;
The image on the right presents the look of the building from outside [6].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.5 Images (a) and (b) show the final model; Images (c) and (d) show the
model with added textures and people [6].
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2.4 PROBLEMS THAT MIGHT OCCURE WHEN
TECHNOLOGY IS USED FOR ARCHITECTURE
Technology, as mentioned before, is a great help for architects when they are
planning their building according to the space available and its conditions. Not only
can they imagine and design a whole building, they can also create the inside space
or redesign an existing building as they wish. The use of technology helps them
create that in a few days and see the potential outcome of that project as if it has been
already built. But apart from the great advantages that technology gives us, it also
has many problems.
One of the main problems of using software to create architecture is that there
are some programs, mostly the ones that are concentrated on interior design, that
require some prior knowledge of programming. There are applications that use
augmented reality to show how the objects would fit in that space, but to achieve that
you would need to create some type of code. Even if it is really simple, architects are
not programmers and might not want to use those types of applications even though
they can improve their presentation and showcase their final product in the best light
possible [3].
The presentation of the objects, if it is not done right, might not achieve the
results that the user hoped for. One great example of that is the texture and lighting
that we apply on the objects. If the texture is not right or if it has some kind of edge,
it can make the texture look crooked, it might ruin the whole look of the model and
not achieve that feeling of realism. Lights are the most important feature for creating
virtual version of the real world. They can influence the shapes of the objects, their
texture and size. Also, they can create illusions and manipulate the objects. That's
why choosing the correct light and shadows can sometimes be very challenging,
especially because there are many factors that influence them, and some users might
find it hard to create and present the model they invisioned [3].
Models themselves can be a problem when we are creating a space. Some of
them have many details that can make the program really slow. If a virtual space uses
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more complex models, it can require some time to show all of them. This can be time
consuming and cause more frustrations with the users, therefore receiving negative
feedback when using the program [3].
With the improvement of technology and creating more and more powerful
computers and programs, there are requirements for constant updating and upgrading
the machine. This becomes more expensive and demanding, especially if you are
creating models and need more speed and great graphics [3].
Beside all of these disadvantages that technology can cause when an architect
is creating a design, the number of advantages is far larger. The results that we now
achieve are something that people couldn't even imagine before technology. Now we
don't have the question whether an object can be visualized in 3D, but the question
becomes how do we visualize a certain object in 3D. The graphics have improved so
much that now we can use personal computers to build 3D objects with all of their
details and implement them in a scene. But the task is not that simple if we want to
achieve great results. There are many software programs that make it easier to create
3D models. The challenge is to choose the program that solves more problems at
once and it's easy to use. The programs are constantly upgrading, which allows them
to solve more issues. This way of prototyping and creating models saves money, time
and the software adapts to more computers and configurations. Even though it
requires some time to be perfected, it still speeds up the time of modeling and
designing compared to the traditional way [3].
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3 MODELING IN UNITY

One of the softwares used to create 3D models and scenes is Unity. This
software started as a game engine, where game creators would create a scene using
the existing library or implement their own objects created in different software
programs.
Programs like Unity have expanded our views of virtual reality by creating an
experience where you are not just watching the virtual world passively, but also you
can interact with it. To realize this idea, Unity has implemented scripts that you can
add to a trigger and manipulate with the objects. Although you can show 3D objects
in other programs and animate them in a certain way, only in Unity you can really
interact with them like you would in the real world. This is because Unity allows first
person experience, and by exporting the scene to VR glasses you can do the
interaction naturally by walking or using your hands and head. As a game engine this
program has become very successful because of its features, big library, fast learning
of how the program works and wide usage. The games we create can be exported to
phones (Android and IOS), computers or virtual glasses.
To really understand how we can create anything using Unity, we have to
first analyze its features individually. After we create a new project, our workplace
pops up. As shown on the picture (Figure 3.1), our workplace contains a lot of
windows, called views, that are arranged in a grid. The great thing about Unity is that
it allows us to rearrange those windows the way we prefer. We can also change their
dimensions by positioning the cursor on the lines seperating the views, close or
maximise them. That way Unity gives us freedom to create a workspace that we are
most comfortable with. However, having this much freedom can lead to creating a
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layout that is confusing and distracts us from doing quality work. This is not a big
problem because we can return to the default layout by clicking Window -> Layouts
-> Default (Figure 3.2). We can also choose other predifined layouts in Window ->
Layouts. If we create a layout that we like, we can save it in Window -> Layouts ->
Save Layout, or we can delete it in the same folder by choosing Delete Layout [7].

Figure 3.1 Unity workspace.

Figure 3.2 Choosing layout for the workspace.
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Once we choose or create a layout that we like, we focus on the views. We
can duplicate a view by clicking the menu on the view or right click on the tab and
choose the option Add Tab and select a view. Closing the view is the same, but
instead of choosing Add Tab, you choose Close Tab.
There are seven views: Scene, Game, Inspector, Hierarchy, Project, Profiler
and Animation. Each view has its own characteristics and preferences.

Scene view
The scene view is a very important view because it represents the scene,
which means we get a visualization of everything we create (Figure 3.3). We can
position the objects there and choose their direction. Unity allows us to drag and drop
the objects, materials, scripts etc. from the library directly to the scene. We can also
change the position of the lighting and cameras. In other words, everything we see
and hear in the game, we prepare and control in the scene view [8].

Figure 3.3 Scene view.
This view has the following components:
•

Draw mode
This represents how the objects are shown in the scene. When we create a
scene, the draw mode that is chosen is Shaded, which means that we show the
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textures of the elements in the scene. There are many other options for this
mode, such as: wireframe, shaded wireframe, show objects as transparent etc.
•

Switches
2D: It is used to go from 2D to 3D scene and vice versa.
Lighting: We turn it on when we want to use the lighting from the scene.
When it's off we use the light from the Scene view camera.
Audio: We can control the audio using this switch.

•

Render mode
We can add effects to the scene using this mode, such as fog, skyboxes etc.

•

Gizmo menu
In this menu there are a lot of ways that we can choose to show the gizmos
which are passive or interactive graphics that are connected to a certain object
and help us position it. Here, we can choose many options such as to show
the objects in 3D, show the scene grid, show an outline on an object in a
certain color etc.

•

Scene Gizmo
This is a navigation that helps us move in the scene or view it from a certain
perspective. It contains the axes which can be helpful if we get lost in the
navigation or if we want to align our view with some axis.

Game view
Another very important view is the game view which represents the final
product - what the user sees (Figure 3.4). Here we just see the images that are
produced from the cameras that we put in our scene. To get a view here, and
therefore to have a final product, we need to put one or more cameras in our scene in
the scene view. Every view is connected with eachother and has its own important
role in the end. We can spend a lot of time creating a scene in the scene view, but if
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we don't have a camera or if the camera is not positioned properly, then we won't
have the result we hoped for and we won't use the whole potential of this engine [7].

Figure 3.4 Game view.

Although, these components are not included in the game view's control bar,
they play a great role in its function:
•

Play
This option starts the game that we created. If we have chosen the option
maximize on play, when we press this button all other windows dissapear and
the game view maximizes to the size of the screen. If we press this button
again, we exit the game and the first frame shows up. So when we press play
again the game starts all over again.

•

Pause
This button stops the game. The difference between this button and the play
button is that when we press pause again the game continues from where we
stopped it, unlike play where we restart the game from the beginning.

•

Step
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This button works only if we pause the game. It allows us to go through the
game frame by frame and see if there are any problems.
The game view has the following components:
•

Display
We use this option when we have more than one camera in the scene. We can
add displays to a certain camera and later we can choose which display we
want to show.

•

Aspect
This menu is used when we want to test the game for a certain platform. If we
want to create a game with a certain ratio then we choose that here, otherwise
the default option is free aspect.

•

Scale slider
This option is the same as zoom. Using the slider we can get closer to the
object and observe its details.

•

Maximize On Play
This is an option to maximize the game view on the whole screen when we
press play, so that we can enjoy the experience better and observe the details.

•

Mute Audio
This is used to disable any sound in the game.

•

Stats
We use this option to see the statistics about the game when we are playing it,
so that we can check if there is some problem that needs to be solved.

•

Gizmos
When we play the game, the gizmos are not visible. To enable them we use
this menu and we choose the gizmos that we want to see.
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Inspector window
This window is used when we want to know the details of the selected object
(Figure 3.5). To get all the information we need in the inspector window, we can
select that object in the scene view or the hierarchy window. Depending on how
active this object is, we can have a different lenght of information about it [8].

Figure 3.5 Inspector window.

The inspector window always contains the name of the object, its state (if it is
static or not), tag, layer and its transformation. In the transform container we get the
object's position, rotation and scale. Other than that, everything else is optional. We
can add materials, mesh renderer, mesh or box collider, scripts etc.
•

Script: To attach a script to an object we have to drag and drop that script
from our assets in the project window to the inspector window. If the script is
added on a trigger that creates an interection between the user and the object,
then we need to attach all the variables (objects) used in the script. That way
we make a connection between a trigger and an object.
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Hierarchy window
This window contains all the components used in our scene (Figure 3.6).
When we create a new scene, in there we can find the main camera and the sun which is a directional light. Those two are the most important components when
creating a functional game. We can add more lights and cameras after that. There are
more types of light - directional, point, reflector, spotlight, area light [8].

Figure 3.6 Hierarchy window.

Every element which we add on a scene is added to the hierarchy window as
well. Here we can also change the order of the elements by dragging and dropping or
we can make an element a child or a parent. For example, we can add all cameras to
one parent called camera by dragging them and dropping them on our parent-element
[8].
The hierarchy window can contain elements that are not visible in the game,
such as background music or a player who can be a first-person controller and who is
not visible in the scene when we play it, but is a very important element. When we
add an element there is an option to create a new one or use the elements that are in
our project window. If we delete an element from the hierarchy window, it will also
be removed from the scene automatically.
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Project window
Another very important window is the project window (Figure 3.7). Here you
can find elements for your scene and you can also import your own. Everything
connected to the project is stored in the project window including scripts, materials,
animation, characters, audio and more [8].

Figure 3.7 Project window.

On the left part of this window there is a hierarchical order of the possible
elements, stored in three main folders: favorites, assets and packages. In the favorites
folder you can keep your most used elements such as models and materials. In the
assets folder, which is one of the most important and most used folder out of the
three of them, you can find everything you need to create a scene. Here is where you
can add your own items or use the existing ones. When a folder is selected, the right
part of the window starts showing large icons of the elements that are suggested for
that cathegory. In a way, this folder is a library that contains everything. The last
folder called the packages folder contains files and folders connected to the
documentation, scripts, plug-ins etc.
There is also a bar where you can search a specific thing in the assets. To
make the search easier, the creators have added three extra buttons next to the search
bar: search by type, label or you can save your search for easier access the next time
that you're searching [8].
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Profiler, Animation and Console window
The profiler window is used to check and control the performance of our
game (Figure 3.8). It shows statistics about the memory, audio, rendering etc [8].

Figure 3.8 Profiler window.

The animation window (Figure 3.9) is used for adding an animation to our
objects in a timeline [8].

Figure 3.9 Animation window.
The console window is next to the project window and it shows us the errors,
warnings or messages that help us solve certain problems or possible malfunctions in
our game [8].
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3.1 USES OF UNITY
Unity is first and foremost a software that is created for game development.
The creators of Unity, who were game developers as well, came up with the great
idea that they should create an engine that allows users to create their own games [9].
"One of the major reasons for Unity's success was its support for independent
developers who did not have the resources to license expensive game development
technology."
K. Haas (2014:5)
With the great expansion of Unity, users started to see many ways to use this
engine, other than to develop games. Although, the majority of users use this engine
to create games, other use it to visualize their own projects. This can be applied to
architecture, medicine, art and every other field that requires visualization [9]. It can
also be used for creating simulations for pilots, military or even a work in a
laboratory, where the risks of making a mistake have very big consequences.

3.2 ADVANTAGES OF MODELING WITH UNITY
Unity has climbed its way to the top as a game engine and has users
worldwide. It is very popular because it supports many platforms such as tablets,
phones and personal computers, and it is flexible and maintains its great performance
on different operation systems. That means that people can publish their projects for
Android or iOS platforms, which makes this game engine universal [10].
Not only that it's flexible for each platform, Unity gives great freedom to the
user to adjust his game for his needs [3]. Unlike many softwares that have limitations
and predefined features, this game engine supports many modifications and you are
free to create things that are not even possible in the real world. Because it allows
users to create scripts, which can be written in more programming languages, it
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creates an environment where the user feels like a creator and everything imaginable
can be changed, like the position of the sun, shadows, terrain, and you can even flip
your world upside down.
Another great thing about this software is that it doesn't isolate itself from
other programs that create 3D models and visualization; It in fact supports many file
formats such as fbx, obj and 3ds [8]. This connects the programs and adds another
dimension to the models that are created. That advantage allows architects that have
already created visualization in another program to continue their work and adapt
faster to Unity.
Additionally, this software has a large library that provides scripts, materials,
objects, controllers etc. and it also contains an asset store where you can upgrade the
project library [11].
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4

ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT WITH UNITY
For my project I decided to use my knowledge of Unity and show its

advantages in practice. To achieve the results that I hoped, I had to learn more about
the functions in Unity and its options. I did some research to find projects created in
Unity and to get an inside look of what I can create by using it. I spent some time
learning those functions and I came up with an idea for my project. The idea was to
add an interaction to a static 3D model and demonstrate that to an architect to get his
feedback. When I got the idea for this thesis, I started my research by reading books
about what architects go through when they are making a plan. I needed to get more
information about their work so I interviewed my aunt, who is an architect, about the
things that she and her colleagues would like to achieve with this program and what
is missing right now in their field.
Nowadays architects are familiar with the usage of technology and the
majority of them use programs that create models in 3D. There they can easily add
texture, light and see the object from different angles. What most architects are not
familiar with is Unity, because this engine was first designed and promoted as a
game engine so it was not very popular among them. As I was showing her Unity's
features, she got more and more impressed by it and even started exploring it herself.
Unity is a very simple program and everything is very minimized and organized
when it comes to its appearance. The primary tools are very similar to the other
programs that architects use so it is not very hard for them to learn how this software
works. I showed her some projects online that are made with Unity, like architectural
walktroughs, which made her even more excited about this program. Immediately we
started planning what we can achieve with her projects using this software so that she
can impress her clients like I impressed her by introducing her to it.
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On the question which environment is better, indoors or outdoors, she
answered that architects 90% of the time design indoor environments. The projects
that are used for designing in the outdoors, for example a park, are fewer and
sometimes very restricted. That's why in her opinion, this software would get more
attention and spread its usage if it is presented firstly to the people that are doing
interior design. She was kind enough to lend me her designs for my project.
Before I started with my project, in collaboraton with the architect I made a
list of goals that I want to achieve with my model. After much thought about it, we
were finally able to list four main goals:
•

interactive textures

•

interactive lights

•

interactive objects

•

placing the model in the real world
I started realizing these goals by firstly creating a new project in Unity. My

canvas was empty, there were no assets and my Hierarchy had only the main camera
and a directional light. I decided to divide my assets in four main categories:
Materials, Model, Scenes and Scripts. Thanks to my aunt, I was able to import in my
project her real model that she created for her projects, so that I can upgrade it with
the tools in Unity. As a game engine, Unity has capacity to show much bigger and
more complex models than this one, so it was really easy for me to import this model
in my project. I first started to analyze the model (Figure 4.1 3D model of a studio
apartment. ). It contains 3 rooms and an outdoor porch. The rooms are dining room

and living room together, a hall and a kitchen.
I fell in love with the porch outside that contains a large wooden table
surrounded with six wooden chairs (Figure 4.1 3D model of a studio apartment. . It
presents a classic outdoor porch. She even made a big tree close to the table that
creates a large shadow.
When you enter the house, first you see a small entrance area that is connected
to the narrow hall that has floors slightly higher than the entrance area (Figure 4.1 3D
model of a studio apartment. ). The ceiling of the hall is covered with rounded lights
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arranged in a straight line across it. The hall is connected to the dining room area on
the left where there is no door and the kichen on the right (Figure 4.1 3D model of a
studio apartment. . Further down the hall there is a gap on the left that shows a view to

the living room area (Figure 4.1 3D model of a studio apartment. ).
The kitchen is a smaller space that has a fridge, cupboards, sink, blender and a
stove. It also has a smaller window that is facing the porch area.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 4.1 3D model of a studio apartment. 1

1

material

Liljana Najdovska, 3D architecture model of a studio apartment made in SketchUp, internal
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The dining room is connected with the living room and it contains a large table
with six chairs (Figure 4.1 3D model of a studio apartment. ). There is also a very large
window that is almost the size of the wall dividing the porch with the dining room.
She added many pictures and mirrors on the wall and a plant that make the room
more home-like. Above the dining room table there is a large modern chandelier that
is a centerpiece of that table.
In the living room on the left there is a resting bed-like area because this is a
studio apartment and there is no bedroom (Figure 4.1 3D model of a studio apartment. ).
On the right we have a big sofa, one wooden chair and a table in the middle.
Before using this model in my project, I adjusted it a little bit by checking the
box "Generate Colliders" in the Inspector view. This is necessary if we want to create
a realistic walktrough because it prevents us from going through walls when we play
our project in the Game view, since we can't go through walls in real life. When I
placed this model in my Scene view, it was automatically added in the Hierarchy
window as well. I imported the Standard Assets from the Asset Store, because my
Unity version doesn't have them by default. This allowed me to use even more
features that Unity has, like the first person character.
The first person caracter has a first person controller (Figure 4.2), which is a
camera that has a radius and height like an average person. That adds a more realistic
feeling because we move around the place as we would in real life if that apartment
was actually built. The first person controller has an audio attached to it, that makes a
sound like steps when we are walking around. When we go to the Game view and
when we press play, the only view that we have is the one that we get with the first
person controller. Even if we have more cameras in the scene, by default we observe
through our character, unless we change that with code.

Figure 4.2 First person controller.
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4.1

INTERACTIVE TEXTURES
I placed my character in front of the main entrance. That's when I started

realizing my first goal - create interactive textures. I had an idea that could help
architects and customers choose better material for the furniture, walls and floors by
testing them on the model. That way they can choose the option that suits the
ambient of the rooms and also makes the furniture look better, because often we
might think that a material would look good on a sofa but when we see it in real life
we change our mind. That's why people can now test the material before they spend
money on it and also create a sketch of how the whole room would look like and see
whether the colors match or not. To give them more options, I added 3 materials to
each object of which they can choose one.
I had the idea to change those materials by clicking on the object and the
three options show up (Figure 4.3), similar to an online store. The last chosen option
stays on the object throughout the time we play our project. The options I invisioned
are presented like three buttons with numbers on them. The buttons show up as soon
as we click on the object.

Figure 4.3 Options for the sofa.
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First I had to create a canvas with the buttons; I created a new canvas for each
object because you have to assign the object to each button seperately. The canvas is
transparent and serves as a base plane where we arrange the buttons. I chose white
round buttons from the many options that Unity gives us. To create a button, you
have to choose from the Hierarchy's menu. It automatically creates a new canvas. I
duplicated the button two more times. Each button has a text child where you can
change the text, its font, color, size etc. in the Inspector view (Figure 4.4). I left the
default font Arial and I chose new size (20) and style (Bold). I changed the text
according to the option - 1, 2 or 3.

Figure 4.4 Options for the button text.

Next I changed some options for the button (Figure 4.5). To make it round I
chose same height and width - 60. The second option is centered to the screen with
coordinates for (x, y) = (0, 0). The first option is left with coordinates (x, y) = (-80,
0) and the third is right with coordinates (x, y) = (80, 0). I also chose a green color
for the buttons when they are pressed so that it gives the customer a feedback that he
chose that option.
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Figure 4.5 Options for the button.

The buttons in Unity are created so that even a person that doesn't understand
programming can create a functional button. They automatically have the function
On Click where you can add multiple outcomes when the button is clicked (Figure
4.6). I chose the option that this function executes only when the game is running.
Then I assigned the mesh of the object that I want to change with the button, which
means that if you want to manipulate with the object it has to have a mesh created
before. Then i chose the option Mesh renderer -> Material material and under it I
chose the new material that this option creates.

Figure 4.6 Function for changing the material on one mesh.

If you have an object that has more than one mesh and you want to change
the material to all of them at once, then you have to add all of them on the button by
clicking the + in the lower right corner (Figure 4.7). If you want to delete one of the
meshes, then you select the function and press the - in the lower right corner.
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Figure 4.7 Function for changing the material on multiple meshes.

Because the canvas is not automatically hidden, I created a script that hides
the canvas when we hit play called disableObject (Table 1).
Table 1: Function for changing the material on multiple meshes.
disableObject.cs
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using UnityEngine;

public class disableObject : MonoBehaviour
{
// Start is called before the first frame update
void Start()
{
this.gameObject.SetActive(false);
}
}
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This line hides our object when our game starts. When the script is created,
all we have to do is attach it to the canvas (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8 Adding the script to the canvas.
Table 2: Script that connects objects to the canvas.
createButtons.cs
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using UnityEngine;
using UnityEngine.UI;

public class createButtons : MonoBehaviour
{
public GameObject canvas;

void Update()
{
if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.X))
{
canvas.SetActive(false);
}
}
void OnMouseDown()
{
canvas.SetActive(true);
}
}
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The script

createButtons.cs

is necessary to connect an object to a canvas

(Table 2). It has more libraries than the last one. I added the library
With the line

public GameObject canvas;

UnityEngine.UI.

we initialize a new object called canvas.

When we attach this script to the mesh or meshes (if there is more than one), we have
to select the canvas that the object is connected to (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9 Adding the script that connects the canvas to the object.

Once the user has chosen his prefered material, the buttons are still on the
screen because I imagined that he would like to compare between the options and go
back in forth. To make them disappear I created an if statement that checks if the
user has pressed the X button (to close the canvas and continue) which is defined
with this condition

Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.X)).

I included this statement in the

function Update, which is called once per frame. If the condition is true and the user
has in fact pressed the X button, then we get to the inside of that function which
makes the canvas disappear with the linecanvas.SetActive(false).
After I solved the problem of closing the canvas, I used the function
OnMouseDown()that

is a predefined function and doesn't return a value. This function is

the same as the OnClick() function and they are both called when the object is
clicked. This function makes the canvas visible with the line canvas.SetActive(true)
and shows the options to the user.
I soon realized that when I want to click the button with an option, my
camera from the first person controller moves aswell and makes me lose focus of the
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object that I'm transforming. That's why I decided to disable the movement of the
first person character until I'm satisfied with the option that is chosen, meaning until
the canvas is visible. Therefore I made a little corrections to my script (Table 3). First
I had to add new library that included the first person controller with the line:
using UnityStandardAssets.Characters.FirstPerson;

Table 3: Changed Update() function in createButtons.cs.
createButtons.cs
void Update(){
if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.X)){
canvas.SetActive(false);
+

GameObject.Find("FPSController").GetComponent<FirstPersonController>
().enabled = true;
}
}

The

Find("FPSController")

finds an object named FPSController, which is

the name of my first person controller. Then GetComponent<FirstPersonController>()
selects that controller and enabled

= true

activates it again when the canvas closes.

And finally, I had to change my OnMouseDown() function (Table 4).
Table 4: Changed OnMouseDown() function in createButtons.cs.
createButtons.cs
void OnMouseDown(){
canvas.SetActive(true);
+

if(GameObject.Find("FPSController").
GetComponent<FirstPersonController>().enabled){

+

GameObject.Find("FPSController").

GetComponent<FirstPersonController>().enabled = false;
}
}
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The if function checks if the first person controller is enabled and in the case
that it is, it disables it by setting it to false. That is how I accomplished my first goal.

4.2 INTERACTIVE LIGHTS
One very important component in architecture is of course lighting. Having
the right light and shadows changes the model completely and can impact on the
texture visualziation. This is one of the advantages that 3d models made with
technology have compared to the paper ones. You can still add light to the paper
models but you wouldn't get the same interaction that you would on the computer
screen. There are four types of lights that you can add to your Unity scene: point,
spot, directional and area. They have different directions, intensity and illuminate
differently. Unity allows us to manipulate all of these components.
•

point light:
Similar to a light bulb, this light illuminates in all directions from one center
point, which is why it is commonly used to light a lamp. The intensity of the
light decreases when we increase the distance.

•

spot light:
This is a light usually associated with concerts. The spot light illuminates in
an angle and it emulates light in a certain direction, making its effect more
intense and visible to the user. In Unity, we are able to change the angle
which affects the dimensions of the area that is lit. This light can be used for
rooms that need just a little bit of light, for example we can use it for
flashlight [8].

•

directional light:
This light is usually used to represent the sun and it is on the scene by default
when we create a new project. Because the sun is very far away, this light
doesn't have a specific location and can be placed randomly, which won't
affect on its intensity or the shadows. The directional light can be used when
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we want to create more realistic feeling to the model without having to define
the light source [8].
•

area light:
This is a plane the emits light from one surface. It can be used to create a
similar effect as the point light, but with more realistic and softer look [8].

•

other:
In Unity you can create a material that emits light by checking the shader box
"Emission" that is in the inspector view of that material. That creates a similar
effect as the area light where it is not as intense as the other types of light.
If we don't have any type of light in our scene, the scene is not black because
it uses ambient light which can be also reffered as natural light [8].
Another thing that we have to take in concideration when we are using light

in Unity is the Mode. There are two types of mode: baked and realtime. Baked is
used for light sources that we do not move because it is precalculated and if we move
it when we are playing the game it can make visible transformations that don't look
good. On the other hand, realtime, as the word says, is calculated as we are playing
the game. It makes good lighting and it is flexible, but the main problem is that it is
expensive, so that is why we only use it for light that we move in the game.
For my second goal I chose to show how we can use and manipulate with the
light in Unity. The space has enough windows so that enough daylight goes in. I
removed the directional light, which represented the sun, from the scene because I
wanted to see the real effect of the lights, for example how they would light the space
at night. Even though there were no light sources added to the scene, there was
ambient light which made the objects visible (Figure 4.10, (a)).
The dining room and hall already have objects like lamps and lights on the
ceiling (Figure 4.10, (c)). The dining room has a big modern chandelier that contains
three individual lamps (Figure 4.10, (b)). Because of the shape of the lamps, I chose
to add three spot light sources, one in each lamp. I chose spot light because it
emulates light in one angle not in all directions, which is how the lamp is built and
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how it would look like in real life. I increased the intensity to 10 and changed the
angle individually for each lamp how I preffered and how it looked more real.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.10 Lighting only with the lights added to the model.
There are six lights on the ceiling arranged in a line across it, so I decided to
add point light to each of them. I chose point light because these lights are more open
and not as directed as the dining room lights so that is how they would shine in real
life.The kitchen, porch and the living room don't have any lamps. When I tested the
model in the game view, I immediately noticed that the space seemed darker and not
as lit. The kichen was really dark since it is the only room that is seperated from the
others and isn't much influenced by them. The living room and porch were also dark
and that would cause problems in real life. This is an example of how an architect
can evaluate the model and check if everything is done according to how it was
originally planned. If this model was only paper one or done in another 3d modeling
program, it would probably be built in real life and later people would have extra
costs for the unplanned objects and electrical modifications. This way Unity shows
us the problems we didn't even think of when we originally created the model,
because in daylight with the directional light (sun) we couldn't notice any problems.
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I started planning what type of lights go on the porch and decided to get a
model that can be placed both on the groud and attached to the walls so it keeps a
nice aesthetic. Unity doesn't have an option to create a model from scratch so I would
have to create them using modeling programs such as Blender [12], SketchUp [13] or
Maya [14] and import them in my project, which is very time consuming.
Thankfully, there are many online asset stores, Unity has one as well, where we can
find models for free or for a small price so this was very easy for me to fix. Together
with the architect we found many lamps that fit in the space. We just had to check if
their lighting is appropriate for the space outside. After some consulting, we chose an
outside lamp that fit our requirements and I imported the model in the project.
I put three lamps on the ground next to the sitting area, and three lamps on the
walls around the entrance (Figure 4.11). I used point light since these lamps are
round and the light goes in different directions.

Figure 4.11 Adding light to the porch.
Next was the living room / bedroom. This room required only one light
source because it wasn't as dark since it is surrounded with lights from the dining
room and the hall. I decided to get a small lamp, which is black and white, and I put
it on the end of the bar that seperates the living room and the hall (Figure 4.12). That
way the lamp blended in the room. I put a point light source aswell, because this
lamp is also round.
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Figure 4.12 Adding light to the living room.

Now that I solved the problem for most of the rooms, the only room left was
the kitchen. Because the kitchen doesn't have a sitting area and it is used only for
cooking, I wanted to try and see how it would look like if I put a texture under the
cupboards that emits light (Figure 4.13). This can represent an area in real life that
has tiny lights in it. That is practical in real life because cooking is mostly done
during the day and this room has a big window that allows light to go through. I
created a texture and added an eggshell color to it. Then I checked the box Emission
which allows the texture to glow and emit light.

Figure 4.13 Adding light to the kitchen.
That concluded putting all the required lights in the rooms. Now all that was
left was adding interaction to them. To manipulate with the lights, I had to create a
trigger which is attached to the light I want to interact with. The trigger is a cube that
is transparent and is located near the light that it is connected to. I made the size of
the trigger equal to the floors of the room, so that I can manipulate with all of the
lights in the room at once. To make an object a trigger, you have to add a Box
Collider to it and check the option "Is Trigger" (Figure 4.14).
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Figure 4.14 Creating a trigger.

I wanted to create three types of interaction: activity, intensity and color.
4.2.1 ACTIVITY
This interaction switches the light on and off, based on the user's gestures. I
imagined that the lights would go off or on when the user is near them and clap their
hands, in my case when they press Enter. In real life we can use sensors that detect
those movements. For this activity I had to create a script that i called turnOnLights
(Table 5).
Table 5: Script that controls the activity of the lights.
turnOnLights.cs
public class turnOnLights : MonoBehaviour
{
public GameObject light;
void OnTriggerStay(Collider plyr)
{
if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.KeypadEnter) && !light.activeSelf)
{
light.SetActive(true);
}
else

if

(Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.KeypadEnter)

light.activeSelf)
{
light.SetActive(false);
}
}
}

&&
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I initialized the light as a game object. The function
plyr)

OnTriggerStay(Collider

is a predefined function which becomes active when an object with a collider,

in my case the player, steps on the trigger. The

if()

function checks if the Enter key

is pressed and if the light is active. If the key is pressed and the light is on, then it
turns it off. If Enter is pressed and the light is off, it turns it on.
4.2.2

INTENSITY

The second interaction changes the intensity of the lights that are nearby,
using gestures as well. I imagined that the user would increase the intensity when
they put their right hand up, in my case when we press the letter M. The intensity
would decrease when the user puts their left hand up, in my case when the letter N is
pressed (Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.15 An example of changing light intensity in the living room.
Table 6: Added functionality of changing the light's intensity in the script
turnOnLights.cs.
turnOnLights.cs
public class turnOnLights : MonoBehaviour
{
public GameObject light;
+

public Light lightsrc;

void OnTriggerStay(Collider plyr)
{
if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.KeypadEnter) && !light.activeSelf)
{
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light.SetActive(true);
}
else

if

(Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.KeypadEnter)

&&

light.activeSelf)
{
light.SetActive(false);
}
+

else if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.N))

+

{

+

lightsrc.intensity -= 1;

+

}

+

else if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.M))

+

{

+

lightsrc.intensity += 1;

+

}
}

}

I added a light object called lightsrc with the line

public Light lightsrc.

I

added two more conditions (Table 6). If the letter N is pressed, then we decrease the
light's intensity by one with the line

lightsrc.intensity -= 1;.

If the letter M is

pressed, then the light's intensity increases by one, which is shown in the line
lightsrc.intensity += 1;.

4.2.3 COLOR

The third interaction changes the light's color (Figure 4.16). The use of color
in a room can affect the human's mood and behavior. Colors like yellow, red and
white are warm colors and others like blue and green are cold [15]. To brighten up
the room we use warmer colors such as yellow and white, otherwise we use cold
colors. I used the letter B to do this interaction (Table 7).
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Figure 4.16 Changing the color to red by pressing the key B.

Table 7: Changing the color to red by pressing the key B.
turnOnLights.cs
public class turnOnLights : MonoBehaviour
{
public GameObject light;
public Light lightsrc;
+

Color[] colors = new Color[] { Color.red, Color.blue,

Color.green, Color.yellow, Color.white };
+

int counter = 0;

void OnTriggerStay(Collider plyr)
{
if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.KeypadEnter) && !light.activeSelf)
{
light.SetActive(true);
}
else

if

(Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.KeypadEnter)

light.activeSelf)
{
light.SetActive(false);
}
else if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.N))
{
lightsrc.intensity -= 1;
}
else if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.M))

&&
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{
lightsrc.intensity += 1;
}
+

else if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.B))

+

{

+

lightsrc.color = colors[counter];

+

counter += 1;

+

if(counter == 5) {

+

counter = 0;

+

}

+

}
}

}

I wanted to enable the user to choose from more than one color. For that I had
to create an array of colors to choose from. I chose the colors red, blue, green, yellow
and white. To make a loop, with the line int

counter = 0;

I added a counter that has

a role of an index and I set his value to 0 because the first element in an array has an
index 0. I upgraded the function

OnTriggerStay(Collider plyr)

by adding the

condition which checks if the key B is pressed. When the user presses the key B, the
light's color is the color which has an index equal to the counter. To move to the next
color, I then increase the counter's value by 1. Because my array has 5 elements with
maximum index 4, I added another if statement that checks when the index has
passed the maximum value and it reduces it to 0. That way I created a loop between
the colors.
My objects had no shadows, so to get the real feeling I proceeded to
manipulate with the shadows. In the inspector view of each light you can change the
shadow type. There are three options: no shadows, soft and hard shadows (Figure
4.17). When we choose hard shadows they are darker and defined. Also you can
clearly see the shape of the object from its shadow and they are very visible. The soft
shadows blend in nicely and are not as firm as the hard shadows. That is why I chose
soft shadows for my objects. Lastly, Unity provides you with the chance to also
change their stength, distance and so on.
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Figure 4.17 Hard shadows and soft shadows.

4.3 INTERACTIVE OBJECTS
Unity allows the users to create many interactions, including interactions with
objects. For this feature you can create your own script or use the predefined ones.
To be able to interact with the objects, they have to have a collider (usually box or
mesh collider (Figure 4.18)). If you are using mesh collider, you have to be sure to
check the box "Convex" (Figure 4.19). This prevents the object from falling down
because of gravity and stays in place. You also have to make sure that the object,
which is under the one that we want to interact with, has a collider as well.

Figure 4.18 Adding mesh collider to an object.

Figure 4.19 Mesh Collider needs to be Convex.
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Apart from adding a collider, if we want to add physics to the object that we
are moving and to transition it smoothly, we can add the component Rigidbody to it.
The Rigidbody uses mass, gravity and collision detection among the other options
available. These key options create a real feeling when we are moving the object so
that it doesn't go through walls and falls on the ground when we release it, therefore
behaving like it would do in the real world because of gravity.
There are also predefined scripts that are connected to the Rigidbody
component and those are Rigidbody First Person Controller and Drag Rigidbody
(Figure 4.20). The Drag Rigidbody, as the script's name suggests, is used to drag the
object using your mouse. However, this script requires force to drag the rigidbody
and if we have a smaller value for it, we won't notice that the object is being dragged.

Figure 4.20 Adding Rigidbody and the scripts that control it.

Beside this script, you can create your own scripts that use translation and
coordinates for moving the object.

Those scripts can be similar to the

DragRigidbody script, by using the function OnMouseDrag().
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4.4 PLACING THE MODEL IN THE REAL WORLD
To create an illusion of the real world and how the model would look like
there, I used a loop video that shows the environment around and creates an illusion
that the model is placed somewhere else and not in a plain terrain (Figure 4.21). I put
that video on a plane and positioned it on the window frame. The interesting thing
about Unity is that it shows planes only from one side. So if we rotate the plane for
90 degrees, on one side we would see the texture and on the other side it would be
transparent. So if I face the plane towards the inside of the apartment, from the
outside you wouldn't be able to notice that there is an object on the windows and you
would be able to look inside of the apartment without a problem. From the inside,
however, you would get an image that the house is located on any location that you
want. It can be a beach house that is facing the ocean or a house in the woods. The
options are endless. That's how you can easily bring the model closer to the real
world and create an image of how it would look like when it's built.

Figure 4.21 Adding realistic environment.
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The video is added on the plane in the same way that we add any other
texture, by dragging and dropping it on the object. After that in the inspector view
you are able to change the video's properties (Figure 4.22). You can mute it or
change it's volume, you can change its position, create a loop or choose when it
starts.

Figure 4.22 Video's details
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4.5 TESTING THE FINAL PRODUCT
After creating a final project, we can choose a platform that we want to export
it to. There are four platforms that Unity supports: personal computers, tablets,
mobile phones and VR glasses. We have to export the project to more than one
platform to reach more users and get a better feedback.
When we are testing a project that has interaction and dinamic features,
computers are not the best platform for getting a realistic feedback. Their hardware
includes keyboard and mouse, which we don't use for interaction with objects in real
life. To provide and simulate an interaction using computers, we have to think of
more intuitive ways of creating interaction that we can include in our project.
Keeping that in mind, I used the mouse to choose the object that the user would like
to interact with and the keyboard to create those interactions. Although computers
don't show us the interaction in the best way possible, they provide better
visualization of the model that we observe because the screen is big enough to show
even the smallest details.
Tablets and mobile phones are better for testing the project because they are
more sensitive to movement and touch than the computers. We can move around the
space by moving the device which creates a feeling that we are in the virtual world.
The disadvantages that phones and tablets have are the size of the screen and the
small amount of details visible on it.
The best, but most expensive platform to test the project are the VR glasses.
They are created especially for this purpose. The project, exported for VR glasses,
has two screens side by side similar to the 3D glasses used in cinema. Unity has
created assets for Oculus integration. Those assets contain their own VR player that
can be added to the scene. This player creates a similar experience as the First Person
Character, which means that the user is moving in the scene thanks to that player. An
upgrade to this functionality are the elements AvatarGrabberLeft and
AvatarGrabberRight that are simulating the hands of the users and their functions. A
cheaper alternative to the Oculus VR glasses are the phones which have the VR
version of the project and a paper model in which we put our phone in.
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5 CONCLUSION
In my thesis I touched on the subject of using technology and its programs to
our advantage. In the first chapter I explained what virtual reality is and where it can
be used. I paid more attention to the architecture as a field that could potentially
grow in the virtual world. The second chapter is about architecture and the requests
that architects have from technology, so that they can improve their models. This
chapter has four subchapters. The first one introduces 3D modeling and what is
important when someone's creating a 3D model, while the second one shows how
architects finish a project. The next one includes an example created by an
architecture student and the last one presents the difficulties that architects have
when they use technology. The third chapter of my paper is an introduction of Unity
and its use, as well as the many advantages that come from using it.
After I presented Unity and the requests of the architects, I added interaction
to a model of a studio apartment, in a way to practically show how we can make use
of it. I added interactive textures, lights, objects and an illusion of the real world. I
had several problems throughout the practical part, but they were successfully solved
with an alternative solution. That shows that Unity gives more ways to create an
interaction, which allows users to experiment. In conclusion, this was a successful
project that visibly added realism to the model.
Naturally, this project can be further upgraded by adding more interaction to
it. There are many possibilities and situations that can be created and one of them is
creating a terrain around the appartment, which can place it in a more realistic space.
We can also create sunsets and sunrise to simulate the movement of the natural light,
the shadows it makes and the colors it emulates. Of course, there is always an option
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to create the whole building, block or even the entire city and make an interactive
map similar to the Google Maps.
With this I hope that people, especially architects, can see the great advantages
that programs like Unity provide, and implement them even more in their future
projects. Maybe one day this kind of technology will be used in even greater ways
than we can predict.
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